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“With ‘HyperMotion Technology’, our aim was to really immerse players into the action and to make
the experience of playing football on FIFA as realistic as possible,” said Coelho. “By putting players

on the field for real in full-pitch environments with all of the challenges associated with playing
football, we’ve been able to truly push the graphics and physics forwards.” The new high-

performance Move engine in FIFA 22 delivers gameplay of unprecedented quality, coming to the
forefront as the premier match engine on the market today. Attack: FIFA 22 introduces a multitude

of new attacking systems and tactical options. “One of the main focuses for this year’s release is the
on-pitch action of dribbling and attacking,” said Gung. “FIFA 22’s goals-based AI has been

redesigned to make it more reactive to players’ actions on the pitch. “We’ve also introduced a new
tutorial system that explains the different options available to each player on the pitch, which both
teaches new players how the game operates and provides players with a new challenge.” “The new
on-pitch AI has also been redesigned to create a more dynamic and reactive game and to provide

players with more options in terms of position and role.” “Athletics and movement are another area
of emphasis for the game. We have made a number of improvements to movement, dribbling,

shooting and creating chances in and around the box.” “Players can now combine different
components to make up their style of play, and are able to respond more quickly to the challenges

that await them on the pitch.” “In addition, FIFA 22 has enhanced team tactics, tactics for managers,
training, squad management, scouting and international football development for all clubs around

the world.” “FIFA 22 offers a more immersive experience from pitch to pitch and is the game that the
world can look forward to playing for years to come.” Believe in the power of FIFA: FIFA 22

introduces the new “FIFAbilities” system, which allows players to access an array of new “signature
abilities” by spending three FUT Points. Seven

Features Key:

Premier League Team of the Year: Choose your favorite English Premier League team of the
last decade and build your own squad from more than 1,000 selected players. Customise
club kits and logos and add new options to the squad.
Manage Club*. Change tactics to dominate on the pitch and define your club’s playing style
through visual customisation.
Create yourself and your club in more than one authentic team of the Premier League era –
with additional import mechanics.
Experience the incredible intensity and drama of live commentary from the likes of Danny
Murphy, Alan Hansen and Danny Trotter. Get behind your favourite player as they react live
to in-game events.
FIFA Classic Match: Select from 26 authentic stadiums including Old Trafford, Stamford
Bridge and Anfield to recreate the atmosphere of each venue.
Play now, own later. Play with PlayStation 4 Pro or Pro Controller and experience the game in
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4K Ultra HD. Or connect your DualShock 4 wireless controller and enjoy 3D Audio for the
ultimate matchday, stadium or crowd experience.
Move, shoot and compete with the game’s original handball mechanic for a more authentic
experience.
Re-live memorable moments from the elite world of FIFA as you progress through the single
season structure. Discover dynamic post-match sequences and replay the action from the
more than 50 cards on offer.
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EA SPORTS™ FIFA is the game that millions of fans around the world have been waiting for. By
combining the authenticity, fluidity and emotion of real sports with the intensity and strategy of the
FIFA series, it brings the game-changing adrenaline of football to life. FIFA: Career Mode Powered by
Football™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA Career Mode returns with all-new content and features, allowing you to
customize, save and share all of your accomplishments. FIFA Ultimate Team™ The ‘Ultimate Team’ is

a feature that revolutionized gaming, and it returns bigger and better than ever in FIFA Ultimate
Team. Create the ultimate team of football stars and collect the real deals or use the Fantasy Draft
tool to build a dream team. New Player Movements The New Player Movement system is now even
more intuitive, with new player animations, detailed player models, and improved customisation

options for pace, dribbling, skills, shooting and heading. Improved Broadcast Technology New
broadcast technology, combined with our long-time broadcast partner NBC Sports, brings both an

impressive graphical lift and more authentic commentary with a new wave of expert commentators,
including Mark Cotterill, John Motson, Lee Dixon and Gary Neville. Improved Player and Team AI AI
opponents have greater intelligence, meaning players will make intelligent decisions and use their
skills, positioning and strengths to outmanoeuvre you. Use tactics like the press, muscle a man out
of position or play out from the back, and keep a close eye on new tactical skills like the off-sides

trap. Vibranium™ Game Engine Bringing two of the most complex, dynamic, and compelling sports
to the EA SPORTS franchise, the new engine provides a performance boost and optimizes graphics

and game physics for the PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC. FIFA Ultimate Team Career Mode With all-
new features and content, FIFA Ultimate Team Career Mode now allows you to customize and save
every element of your player, save combinations and packs, and keep your team up-to-date as the

seasons change. International Play & Transfers Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 features
first-of-its-kind International Play, allowing you to compete in international tournaments and against

players from around the world. FIFA International Cups To celebrate FIFA’s 20 bc9d6d6daa
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The all-new FIFA Ultimate Team™ mode gives you the chance to create a dream team from the
world’s greatest footballers and unlock a wide array of authentic player and club licensed gear, all

from your favourite leagues and competitions. EA SPORTS Football Club – Unique LIVE features in EA
SPORTS Football Club allow you to create, manage and compete with your very own real-life football
club. From the players you recruit, to the kit you design, your club is unique to you and stands as a

testament to your personal footballing style. CONTROLS The FIFA series is known for its intuitive
control system that encourages players to get into the action with a responsive passing and tackling
system. FIFA Ultimate Team and Online Modes also allow for the use of free kicks. FIFA 22 features

refined control settings for an even more refined experience and improved responsiveness. RE-
MAPPING The FIFA series has always been one of the most accessible football games of its kind, and
has received well-deserved praise for its balance, accessibility and feel. FIFA 22 returns to the fore,
with a re-mapping process, along with a new way to score and tackle, and the ability to backheel to
control the run. THRILLER TACTICS Pitch and catch, one-touch volleys, and the most explosive free

kicks in the league – FIFA is known for some of the most exhilarating matches in all of sports. FIFA 22
delivers 60+ new free kick situations across nine different styles. GRAPHICS The teams in FIFA 22
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are as lifelike as ever, with players running and turning more smoothly than ever. Your stadium will
feel more immersive than ever before, and there are countless new visual effects – from a stadium
being erected, to crowds and players being broken down. Finally, the new Standard Player Motion

animation system allows players to run, kick, jump, and other basic movements with a more natural
motion. GAME MODES Career Mode – Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA

22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to
compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test

your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you more ways to
progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game. FIFA

What's new:

Lion City Arena
Lion City Stadium
Beijing National Stadium
Buenos Aires
Barcelona
Manchester United
New York City

FIFA 22 delivers the authentic core physics, ball strikes and
player movement that have defined the series for nearly two

decades, with the most comprehensive set of gameplay
refinements in the franchise’s history. ELEC-GRID Adaptive

Shading: Poll maker Who will win the match?

Whilst there are plenty of reasons why you might want to
dislike, or even downright dislike, EA...

FIFA 22:

Classic Teams
Make-believe Tribes
The New World
Sponsors
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The most popular football video game of all time. The most
popular football video game of all time. The best club
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experience on mobile. Welcome to the World’s Game. The most
realistic club experience on mobile – no need for lengthy

downloads, no complicated app sets-up, no time-consuming
setup, no login, no safety concerns. Kick, pass, dribble, shoot

and win. Welcome to the World’s Game. The most realistic club
experience on mobile – no need for lengthy downloads, no

complicated app sets-up, no time-consuming setup, no login, no
safety concerns. Kick, pass, dribble, shoot and win. The best EA

SPORTS franchise on mobile. Take your favorite clubs on the
road with FIFA Mobile! Take your favorite clubs on the road

with FIFA Mobile! The perfect companion for eSports. Welcome
to the World’s Game. A game with greater authenticity and

accessibility than any other. Play with more competitive options
than any other mobile football game. Welcome to the World’s
Game. A game with greater authenticity and accessibility than
any other. Play with more competitive options than any other
mobile football game. Enhance the online experience. Always
be connected. Always be connected. When it comes to FIFA on
Android, we've wanted to build our own World-class team for
many years. We've been quietly making huge investments for
future releases to make EA SPORTS FIFA on Android the best
experience for you and millions of other football fans around

the world. We know you like it. See all of your feedback in the
form of bug reports, feature requests and suggestions in the
FUTIssue Tracker. If you'd like to be updated on what we're
working on for FUT, sign-up for the EA SPORTS FIFA Insider

Program. In order to release FUT on Android as soon as
possible, we've had to work closely with EA and Google on this

past year's Season and more! In order to release FUT on
Android as soon as possible, we've had to work closely with EA
and Google on this past year's Season and more! New Features
Realistic looking Champions League stadiums and kits Realistic
looking Champions League stadiums and kits New Live Events
are now tied to each Premier League season New Live Events

are now tied to each Premier
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Unzip the game.
Go to game’s main folder and launch the Setup
Assistant.exe
Follow the setup wizard to install the game and activate
the license for use.
Once the setup is complete close the Setup Assistant.exe
Play the game and enjoy!

System Requirements For Fifa 22:

OS: XP SP2 or later (Service Pack 1 is recommended) Windows
Installer 2.0 RAM: 256 MB or higher Processor: 1 GHz or higher
Hard disk: 3 GB or higher Video card: DirectX 9 compliant with
512MB or higher Display: 1024x768 or higher Input: Keyboard

and mouse only Recommended Requirements:
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